
WHAT IS HAPPENING AT THE SOMERSET COUNTY FAIR?? 

TRACTOR and TRUCK and SEMI TRUCK PULLS ….. 

For the first time in 2020 Full Pull Productions has been contracted to conduct the pulling 

events at the Somerset County Fair in Meyersdale, Pennsylvania.  This is one of the very few 

fairs in the state that will actually conduct a Fair this summer.  There will be 

three days of pulling at the Somerset County Fair with Mark Bingham from 

Ohio bringing the “On The Mark” transfer for all three sessions.  All classes on 

all three days are open to the world with absolutely NO memberships required 

in order to enter and compete. 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22 {TRACTOR DAY/NIGHT} 

Two pulling sessions are planned.  Session one at 4:00pm 

will bring four classes of farm type tractors to the Fair 

using rules from the nearby Listie Grove pulls as the basis 

for competition.  Session two at 7:00pm has two of the 

top tractor classes from USA-EAST competing at the Fair.  

The 9500lb. Hot Farm Tractors will hook for 2020 points 

at this fair event.  And the very powerful USA-EAST 

Limited Pro and Super Farm combination class will join the pull with an outstanding purse being 

offered by the Fair.  Two ‘open farm’ classes (using Listie Grove rules) will also compete in the 

evening session of all-tractor competition. 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27 {TRUCK NIGHT} 

Six different classes of trucks will compete at Somerset starting at 7:00pm.  Three of the classes 

will be using USA-EAST rules and two will be sanctioned for points.  These include the most 

powerful display in truck pulling the incredible “Run What Ya 

Brung” division where gas and diesel trucks compete against 

each other in a no holds barred fight to the finish.  The RWYB 

trucks are sponsored by Warren Diesel Injection (WDI) in 

2020.  Complementing the program will be the 540 cubic inch 

Super Street GAS 4x4 truck class.  Each of these classes will run 

for USA-EAST points and purse at the Somerset County Fair.  

The USA-EAST Triple Crowne GAS 4x4 trucks are also slated but will be a non-points division. 

Added to the Thursday schedule will be three truck classes using the rules from Listie Grove.  

(1) Small Block high output 4x4 on gasoline; (2) Open 2.55/2.6sb Diesel 4x4 Trucks; (3) Street 

Licensed Diesel 4x4. 

 

 



FRIDAY, AUGUST 28 {BIG RIGS NIGHT} 

The largest and heaviest pullers in the sport will roll into Meyersdale on Friday night for what 

has become the premier semi truck pull in this part of the country.  For the first time the 

awesome USA-EAST sanctioned ‘PA POSSE’ Semis will perform at the Somerset County Fair.  

These huge machines will come from five states to compete 

for a grand purse that has been supplemented by Cen.Pe.Co. 

Lubricants and Fuel Additives.  Two divisions for street 

licensed semi trucks will participate as the COOL ‘Daily 

Driver’ bobtails and the ‘HOT’ street trucks with the WOW 

factor come to town.  And there are also special divisions 

offered for Tri-Axle Dumps (Coal Buckets) and for Wreckers.  

Following the pulling on the track there will be an opportunity for semi truck side-by-side drag 

racing to take place. 

The Somerset County Fair is located in the southern part of the county in Meyersdale, 

Pennsylvania and will run for nine days in 2020.  Front gate admission is only five dollars a 

carload this year since there will be no carnival rides (due to COVID-19).  The only other charge 

will be $10.00 to enter the grandstand area to watch each of the pulls.  The majority of the 

normal food stands and games and agricultural exhibits are planned for the fair this year. 


